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Abstract. A method is proposed whereby values for Service Level Objectives (SLOs) of an SLA can be chosen to reduce the sum IT infrastructure cost plus business ﬁnancial loss. Business considerations are
brought into the model by including the business losses sustained when
IT components fail or performance is degraded. To this end, an impact
model is fully developed in the paper. A numerical example consisting of
an e-commerce business process using an IT service dependent on three
infrastructure tiers (web tier, application tier, database tier) is used to
show that the resulting choice of SLOs can be vastly superior to ad hoc
design. A further conclusion is that infrastructure design and the resulting SLOs can be quite dependent on the “importance” of the business
processes (BPs) being serviced: higher-revenue BPs deserve better infrastructure and the method presented shows exactly how much better
the infrastructure should be.

1

Introduction

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are now commonly used to capture the
performance requirements that business considerations make on information
technology (IT) services. This is done both for services provided in-house and
for outsourced services. An SLA deﬁnes certain Service Level Indicators (SLIs)
and restrictions that such indicators should obey. Restrictions are frequently expressed in the form of Service Level Objectives (SLOs), threshold values that
limit the value of SLIs. Some typical SLIs are service availability, service response
time, and transaction throughput. The problem examined in this paper is that of
designing SLAs; the SLA design problem is informally deﬁned as that of choosing
appropriate values for SLOs. For example, should service availability be 99.9%,
99.97%? How is one to choose adequate values? There are other aspects to SLA
design (choosing SLIs, choosing measurement methods and periods, choosing
penalties, etc.) but these are not considered here.
It is interesting to examine how choosing SLOs is typically done today. Naturally, since SLOs are chosen according to how important a service is to the
business, the IT client (a senior business manager) is involved in choosing SLOs.
However, as reference [11] has vigorously shown, the methods used are almost
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always pure guesswork, frequently resulting in drastic loss or penalties. It is clear
that one needs more mature and objective models to properly design SLAs. An
approach based on Business Impact Management [3,12] is presented in this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 informally discusses the approach while section 3 formalizes it; section 4 considers an application of the method through a full numerical example; section 5 discusses related
work; conclusions are provided in section 6.

2

Gaining a Business Perspective on IT Operations

An informal discussion of the approach adopted here will help the reader follow
the formal treatment presented in the next section.
2.1

Addressing IT Problems Through Business Impact Management

SLOs must be chosen by taking into account the importance of the IT service
on the business. In the approach being described here, this is done by capturing
the impact of IT faults and performance degradations on numerical business
metrics associated with the business. By considering business metrics, one may
say that the approach is part of a new area of IT management called Business
Impact Management (BIM) [3,12]. BIM takes Service Management (SM) to a
new maturity level since metrics meaningful to the customer such as ﬁnancial or
risk measures are used to gauge IT eﬀectiveness rather than technical metrics
such as availability and response time.
For BIM to be successfully applied to the problem at hand, one needs to
construct an impact model. Since it is quite diﬃcult to bridge the gap between
events – such as outages – occurring in the IT infrastructure and their ﬁnancial
eﬀect on the business, an intermediate level is considered: that of the business
processes (BPs) using the IT services. Thus, an impact model is used to map
technical service metrics to BP metrics such as BP throughput (in transactions
per second) and a revenue model to map BP throughput to a ﬁnal business
metric such as revenue throughput.
Thus, this paper essentially investigates how BIM can be useful in addressing
some common IT problems. SLA design was chosen as an example of an activity
performed by IT personnel that can be rethought from a business perspective
using BIM.
2.2

SLA Design: An Optimization Problem

The IT infrastructure used to provision IT services is designed to provide particular service levels and these are captured in SLAs. Intuitively, a weak infrastructure (with little redundancy or over-utilized resources) has the advantages of
having low cost but may generate high business losses – as captured by the BIM
impact model – resulting from low availability and customer defections due to
high response times. An infrastructure with much better availability and lower
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response times will possibly generate lower business losses but may have a much
higher total cost of ownership (TCO). Thus, in both cases, total ﬁnancial outlay
(TCO plus business losses) may be high. It thus appears that a middle ground
can be found that will minimize this sum. Once this infrastructure yielding minimal ﬁnancial outlay is found, one may then calculate SLOs such as availability
and response time. As a result, SLO thresholds will be outputs from the method
rather than being chosen in an ad hoc way. These SLOs will be optimal in the
sense that they will minimize total ﬁnancial outlay.

3

Problem Formalization

The optimization problem considered aims to calculate the number of loadbalanced resources and the number of fail-over resources to be used in provisioning IT services so as to minimize overall cost (TCO plus business losses).
The model considers workloads with ﬁxed averages and static resource allocation. Once this infrastructure is found, SLOs such as service availability, average
response time, etc. can be calculated and inserted in the SLA. This section formalizes the SLA Design problem.
3.1

The Entities and Their Relationships

Figure 1 shows the entities and their relationships used in the problem formalization. It can also be useful to the reader as a quick reference to the notation
employed. The model includes entities both from the IT world and the business
world. The business (top) layer consists of several business processes. For simplicity, assume that there is a one-to-one relationship between business processes
and IT services. Extension to several services is straightforward but would needlessly complicate the formalism for this presentation. We thus have a set BP
of BPs and a set S of services: S = {s1 , . . . , s|S| }. The infrastructure used to
provision these services consists of a set RC of resource classes.
Service si depends upon a set RCiS of these resource classes. For example,
a service could depend on three resource classes: a Web resource class, an application server resource class and a database resource class. Class RCj consists
of a cluster of IT resources. This cluster has a total of nj identical individual
resources, up to mj of which are load-balanced and are used to provide adequate
processing power to handle incoming load. The resources that are not used in a
load-balanced cluster are available in standby (fail-over) mode to improve availability.
Finally, an individual resource Rj ∈ RCj consists of a set P = {Pj,1 , . . . , Pj,k ,
. . .) of components, all of which must be operational for the resource to also be
operational. As an example, a single Web server could be made up of the following components: server hardware, operating system software and Web server
software. Individual components are subject to faults as will be described later.
An SLA is to be negotiated concerning these services. For service si , the
SLA may specify Service Level Objectives (SLOs). The impact model to be
presented assumes that BP throughput is lost if the service is unavailable or
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Fig. 1. Entities and their relationships

if response time exceeds a certain threshold. The following SLO parameters are
considered for service si and will constitute the promise made to the customer in
IN
, the minimum service availability, T̄i , the average response
time,
the SLA: AM
i


DEF
, the response time threshold causing customer defection and Bi TiDEF =
Ti
BiM AX , the probability that response time is larger than the threshold.


IN
IN
= . . . , AM
One
the SLA as thefour sets: AM
i  ,... ,
 summarize


 may thus
T = . . . , T̄i , . . . , T DEF = . . . , TiDEF , . . . , B M AX = . . . , BiM AX , . . . .
3.2

The Cost Model

when active (that is,
Each infrastructure component Pj,k has a cost rate cActive
j,k
Standby
when on standby.
used in a load-balanced server) and has a cost rate cj,k
These values are cost per unit time for the component and may be calculated
as its total cost of ownership (TCO) divided by the amortization period for
the component. The cost of the infrastructure over a time period of duration
∆T can be calculated as the sum of individual cost for all components. In the
equation below, j runs over resource classes, l runs over resources and k runs
over components.
⎛
⎞
mj |Pj |
nj −mj |Pj |
|RC|
 

  Standby
⎝
⎠
(1)
cActive
+
cj,k
C (∆T ) = ∆T ·
j,k
j=1

l=1 k=1

l=1

k=1
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Loss Considerations

A weak infrastructure costs little but may generate large ﬁnancial losses due to
low availability or high response time. The converse situation is an infrastructure
that causes little loss but is expensive to provision. In order to evaluate this
tradeoﬀ, ﬁnancial loss must be calculated. In general, the model used is that
at time t, the imperfect infrastructure produces adverse impact on business –
or simply business loss – at rate l (t); the rate is expressed in units appropriate
to the business metric used per time unit. As an example, loss rate could be
expressed in dollars per second when using dollar revenue as a business metric.
For simplicity, assume that all SLOs are evaluated at the same time and that
the evaluation period is ∆T . Thus, the accumulated business impact over the eval∆T
uation period is L (∆T ) = 0 l (t) dt. Assuming a constant rate (l) of faults over
time, we have L (∆T ) = ∆T · l. A speciﬁc loss model will be discussed below.
3.4

The SLA Design Problem

The SLA Design problem may be stated informally as follows: one wishes to
determine the number of servers – both total number of servers and number of
load-balanced servers – that will minimize the ﬁnancial impact on the enterprise
coming from two sources: infrastructure cost and ﬁnancial loss. Formally, a ﬁrst
SLA Design problem may be posed as follows:
Find: The SLA parameters, the sets AM IN , T , B M AX
By minimizing: C(∆T ) + L(∆T ), the total ﬁnancial impact on the business over
evaluation
period
 ∆T


Over: n1 , . . . , n|RC| and m1 , . . . , m|RC|
Subject to: nj ≥ mj and mj ≥ 1
Where: C(∆T ) is the infrastructure cost over the SLA evaluation period ∆T ;
L(∆T ) is the ﬁnancial loss over the SLA evaluation period ∆T ;
nj is the number of resources in resource class RCj ;
mj is the number of load-balanced resources in RCj .



The set T DEF = . . . , TiDEF , . . . which indicates the response time threshold from which defections start to occur is given as input. A typical value is
8 seconds for web-based e-commerce [13]. As a result of the optimization,
val

IN
,
.
.. ,
ues for the three sets of SLA thresholds availability: AM IN = . . . , AM
i
average
response time: T = . . . , T̄i , . . . , and defection probability: B M AX =

. . . , BiM AX , . . . will be found. These are the values to be used in an SLA.
In order to complete the model, one needs to deﬁne an impact model and
a way to calculate loss L(∆T ), and the SLOs AM IN , T , and B M AX . The next
sections cover this.
3.5

A Specific Loss Model

When IT problems occur, the impact on business may be decreased revenue or
increased costs or both. In this paper only decreased revenue is considered, a
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situation applicable to revenue-generating BPs typical in e-commerce. Each BP
has an input load (in transactions per second). Some of this load is lost due to
a loss mechanism with 2 causes: service unavailability and customer defection
due to high response times. Subtracting lost load from the input load results in
the BP transaction throughput (denoted by X). The revenue throughput due
to any given business process is V = X · φ where φ is the average revenue per
transaction for the business process. The total loss rate, over all BPs is
|BP |

l=



li

i=1

where BP is the set of BPs and li is the loss rate due to BP bi . In the above,
we have li = ∆Xi · φi . Here, ∆Xi is the loss in throughput (in transactions per
second) for BP bi and φi is the average revenue per transaction for process bi .
We consider that the BP is heavily dependent on IT, and thus BP availability
Ai is equivalent to the availability of the IT service (si ) used by the BP. When
service si is unavailable, throughput loss is total and this occurs with probability
1 − Ai . We thus have ∆XiA = γi · (1 − Ai ) where ∆XiA is loss attributable to service unavailability, γi is the input load incident on BP bi and Ai is the availability
Ai ), loss ocof service si . When service is available (this occurs with probability

curs when response time is slow. Thus, we have ∆XiT = γi ·Bi TiDEF ·Ai where


∆XiT is loss attributable to high response time, Bi TiDEF = P r T̃i > TiDEF
is the probability that the service response time (the random variable T̃i ) is
larger that some threshold TiDEF . This models customer defection and assumes
that a customer will always defect if response time is greater than the threshold
(typically 8 seconds for an e-commerce BP).
The total loss in BP throughput is simply the sum of losses due to unavailability and losses due to high response time:


∆Xi = ∆XiA + ∆XiT = γi · (1 − Ai ) + γi · Bi TiDEF · Ai
3.6

(2)

The Availability Model

In order to calculate lost throughput, one needs to evaluate the availability Ai
of an IT service, si . This is done using standard reliability theory [15]. Individual component availability may be found from Mean-Time-Between-Failures
(MTBF) and Mean-Time-To-Repair (MTTR) values. Since all components must
be available for a resource to be available, the component availabilities are combined using “series system reliability” to yield resource availability AR
j . CombinRC
ing resource availability to compute resource class availability (Aj ) uses “mout-of-n reliability” since the resource class will be available and able to handle
the projected load when at least mj resources are available for load-balancing.
Finally, for service si to be available, all resource classes it uses must be available
and “series system reliability” is used to calculate service availability (Ai ).
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3.7

The Response Time Performance Model


The loss calculation depends on Bi TiDEF , the probability that the service
response time is larger that some threshold TiDEF . In order to ﬁnd this probability, the IT services are modeled using an open queuing model. This is adequate
for the case of a large number of potential customers, a common situation for ecommerce. Each resource class RCj consists of a cluster of nj resources, of which
mj are load-balanced. Let us examine service si . The input rate is γi transactions per second. Each transaction demands service from all resource classes in
the set RCiS . Demand applied by each transaction from BP bi on class RCj is
assumed to be Di,j seconds. In fact this is the service demand if a “standard”
processing resource is used in the class RCj resources. In order to handle the
case of more powerful hardware, assume that a resource in class RCj has a processing speedup of αj compared to the standard resource. Thus, service time
for a transaction is Di,j /αj and the service rate at a class RCj resource for
transactions from business process bi is µi,j = αj /Di,j . Finally, since there are
mj identical load-balanced parallel servers used for processing in resource class
RCj , response time is calculated for an equivalent single server [13] with input
load λi,j = γi /mj . Thus the utilization ρi,j of class RCj resources in processing
transactions from business process bi is:
ρi,j =

λi,j
γi · Di,j
=
µi,j
mj · αj

(3)

The total utilization ρj of class RCj resources due to transactions from all
services is:
|S|

ρj =
ρi,j
(4)
i=1

Observe that, when load is so large that any ρj ≥ 1, then any service depending on that resource class will have Bi TiDEF = 1, since response time is
very high for saturated resources.


Now, in order to ﬁnd Bi TiDEF when ρj < 1, let us ﬁnd the cumulative distribution of response time, Ti (y) = P r T̃i ≤ y . In this case, the total response
time for a transaction from BP bi is the sum of RCiS random variables, one for
each resource class used by service si . In order to ﬁnd the probability distribution of a sum of independent random variables, one may multiply their Laplace
transforms [14]. In order to make mathematical treatment feasible, assume Poisson arrivals (this is a reasonable assumption for stochastic processes with large
population) and exponentially distributed service times. (Observe that although
service times may not be independent and exponentially distributed in practice,
the optimization step compares design alternatives and that is probably insensitive to particular distributions – if they are the same when comparing results.)
From queuing theory, the Laplace transform of response time (waiting time plus
service time) for a single-server queue is T ∗ (s) = a/(s + a) where a = µ · (1 − ρ),
µ is the service rate and ρ is the utilization. Recall that input load from several
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services is going to the same resource class. Thus, for the combination of resource
classes used by service si , we have:

ai,j
T ∗ (s) =
(5)
s
+
ai,j
S
j∈RCi

where ai,j = µi,j · (1 − ρj ). Inverting the transform yields the probability density
function of response time, which is integrated to ﬁnd the cumulative probability
distribution function (PDF) of response time, Ti (y). Finally:




Bi TiDEF = P r T̃i > TiDEF = 1 − Ti TiDEF

(6)

Additionally, average response time is typically deﬁned in an SLA and may
be found from the Laplace transform as follows:
T̄i = −

4

dTi∗ (s)
ds

(7)
s=0

A Numerical Example of SLA Design

The purpose of this section is to go through a complete example and verify the
extent to which the method proposed can be useful in designing SLAs, i.e., choosing SLO values. Assume the existence of a single service (the index i is dropped)
using three resource classes: a Web resource class (RCweb ), an application server
resource class (RCas ) and a database resource class (RCdb ). In the example,
the parameters shown in Table 1 are used, typical for current technology [8]. In
that table, tuples such as (a,b,c) represent parameter values for the three resource classes (web, application, database); furthermore, each resource is made
up of three components: hardware (hw), operating system (os) and application
software (as).
Let us now ﬁrst get a feeling for the variation of some of these measures.
Figure 2 shows how the loss component due to response time (∆XiT ) indeed
varies as response time rises with increased load. Similarly, one can get a feel
for the loss component due to availability (∆XiA ) from Figure 3. In that ﬁgure,
availability is made to improve by changing the number of database machines
from 2 to 6, while keeping other infrastructure components constant. The loss
due to high response time is very low and is thus not shown in the ﬁgure. As one
can see, cost increases, loss due to unavailability decreases while “cost + loss”
reaches a minimum value for 4 machines.
It is now time to consider the main problem of interest in this paper: that
of SLA design. If one were to design the SLA in an ad hoc way, one could approach the problem from the infrastructure side and try to minimize cost while
maintaining reasonable service availability and response time. The cheapest infrastructure here is (nweb , nas , ndb , mweb , mas , mdb )=(1,1,1,1,1,1). However, this
design cannot handle the applied load (average response time is very high) due
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Table 1. Parameters for example
Parameters Values
T DEF
8 seconds
φ
$1 per transaction
γ

∆T
AR
j
(resource
availability
for Rj )

Parameters Values
αj
(1,1,3)
hw =(1100, 1100, 4400)
cActive
os=(165,
165, 165)
j,k
($/month)
as=(61, 30, 660)
14 transactions per second
hw =(1000, 1000, 4000)
cStandby
os=(150, 150, 150)
j,k
($/month)
as=(55, 0, 600)
1 month
Dj
(0.05, 0.1, 0.2) seconds
99.81% (this value is
calculated from
appropriate MTBF
and MTTR values)

to saturation of the application server. A second try yields (1,2,1,1,2,1) – more
power in the application tier. This yields a monthly cost of $9141, and SLOs of
(average response time=1.5 s, service availability=95.32%). Since this availability is not typically considered adequate, the designer may increase the number
of machines in other tiers yielding a design with infrastructure (3,3,3,1,2,1), cost
$22201 and SLOs of (1.5 s, 99.96%). There the designer may rest. We will shortly
show that this is not an optimal design.
4

9

x 10

Loss due to Response Time ($)

8
7
6
5

Infrastructure Cost

4
3

Loss
2
1
0
17

17.2

17.4

17.6

17.8

18

18.2

Load (transactions/second)

Fig. 2. Eﬀect of Load on Loss

Fig. 3. Sensitivity of Loss due to Redundancy

Alternatively, the designer may base the design on the customer and overdesign with (5,5,5,2,3,1), cost $37152 and SLOs (0.39 s, 99.998%). None of the
above design decisions take loss into account. It is instructive to discover the
values for loss for the above designs as well as for the design which minimizes
the sum of cost plus loss as shown in section 3.4 (see Table 2).
For the best design, the SLOs are (average response time=0.625 s, availability=99.998%). It has lowest overall ﬁnancial outlay, and the table clearly shows
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Table 2. Comparing designs
Infrastructure

Cost Loss due to
Response
($)
($)
(1,2,1,1,2,1)
9141 20886
22201 21902
(3,3,3,1,2,1)
37152 0
(5,5,5,2,3,2)
(3,4,4,1,2,2)(best) 28576 0

Loss due to
unavailability
($)
1697369
15428
608
546

Cost
plus loss
($)
1727396
59531
37760
29122

The cost of
choosing
wrong ($)
1698274
30409
8638
0

the high cost of choosing SLOs in an ad hoc fashion: a wrong choice can cost
tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars per month.
As a ﬁnal experiment, it is instructive to see that the best design depends
quite heavily on the importance of the business process being serviced. If one
lessens the importance of the BP by diminishing the average revenue per transaction by a factor of 10, the best design is (2,4,2,1,2,1), cost $17396, total loss
$3243 and SLOs: (average response time=1.5 s, availability=99.97%). In this
case, a much lower availability is best and the design is cheaper by $11180 a
month than if BP importance were not considered.

5

Related Work

Business Impact Management is a very new area of interest to researchers and
practitioners that has not yet been consolidated. In the recent past, some problems typically faced in IT management are being studied through a business perspective [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. Some examples include incident prioritization [2], management of Web Services [5], Business Process Management [4], etc. These references conﬁrm a general tendency to view BIM as a promising way of better
linking IT with business objectives. However, these references oﬀer little in terms
of formal business impact models to tie the IT layer to BP or business layers.
This is one of our main contributions.
Although this paper stresses aspects of SLA Design, it is also licit to view
the work as a method for IT infrastructure design (capacity planning). In this
particular area, [8] describes a tool – AVED – used for capacity planning to meet
performance and availability requirements and [9] describes a methodology for
ﬁnding minimum-cost designs given a set of requirements. However, none of these
references consider the problem of capacity planning from a business perspective, using business metrics. Furthermore, response time considerations are not
directly taken into account. Finally, [10] considers the dynamic optimization of
infrastructure parameters (such as traﬃc priorities) with the view of optimizing
high-level business objectives such as revenue. It is similar in spirit to the work
reported here, although the details are quite diﬀerent and so are the problems
being solved (SLA design is not the problem being considered). The model is
solved by simulation whereas our work is analytical.
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In the area of SLA design, HP’s Open Analytics [11] is a response to the
downside of designing SLAs with current practices leading to a more formal
approach as presented here. Open Analytics dictates that all assumptions leading
to a performance decision must be made explicit and that all technical and
ﬁnancial consequences must be explained. “Open auditable mathematics, rather
than wet ﬁnger in the air responses to requests [...]” must be used although
details are not given.
Management by Contract [12] investigates how IT management can decide
when it is better to violate an SLA or to keep compliance, according to a utility
function that calculates the business impact of both alternatives. It is similar in
spirit to our work, although it does not speciﬁcally address the problem of SLA
design.

6

Conclusions

This paper has proposed a method whereby best values for Service Level Objectives of an SLA can be chosen through a business perspective. Business considerations are brought into the model by including the business losses sustained
when IT components fail or performance is degraded. This is done through an
impact model, fully developed in the paper. A numerical example consisting of
a single e-commerce business process using a single IT service dependent on
three infrastructure tiers (web tier, application tier, database tier) was used to
show that the best choice of SLOs can be vastly superior to ad hoc design. A
further conclusion is that infrastructure design and the resulting SLOs can be
quite dependent on the “importance” of the BPs being serviced: higher-revenue
BPs deserve better infrastructure and the method presented shows exactly how
much better the infrastructure should be.
Much work can be undertaken to improve the results, among which the following are worth noting: a better availability model (such as presented in [8]) can
be used to approximate reality more faithfully; the load applied to the business
process can be better modeled by following the Customer Behavior Model Graph
approach [13]; variations in the load applied to the BPs should be investigated;
more complete impact models should be developed to be able to deal with any
kind of BP, not only e-business BPs heavily dependent on IT; ﬁnally, the work
should be extended to adaptive infrastructures and dynamic provisioning.
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